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About This Game

General Information

Juan Torres and his family were the target of an uncountable number of rumors and several disappearances that took place in El
Chacal, a small village of around 4,800 inhabitants, located in the arid mountainous region of Salta, a province of Argentina.

Among the stories spread around the surrounding villages, legends involving cannibalism, black magic, sects and all kinds of
superstitions were heard.

It was also said that Juan Torres was the heir of a large fortune and, somehow, with no claim raised against him, he and his
family managed to control the entire town and establish their own law.

The family was made up of Juan, Celia Torres and his only child, Jeronimo.

----

Doorways is an episodic game, it's divided in three parts and they can be played separately:

Doorways: Prelude (Chapter 1 & 2):

http://store.steampowered.com/app/248470/
Doorways: The Underworld (Chapter 3):

http://store.steampowered.com/app/311250/
Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh (Chapter 4):
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The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes, and they must be scoured from the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands will
be obliterated at your hands, and yet they will keep coming, for they are innumerable, and manic in the safety of their
uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine plot and its implications for both the Yosumin and this world is not a
requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it helps.. Not quite ready but very promising!

The loot and corpse vanishing bug makes game unplayable at this point.. Clearly the developers have never ever been on this
train in their lifes, since it sounds nothing like the real thing and has physics more like a desiro, than a 442!! Advise you wait for
a sale if you really want this. Positives are, at least it looks nice, if nothing else. 4\/10. Princess Isabella is a casual hidden object
puzzle adventure game that took me about 3 hours to complete.

What struck me most about this game is the excellent voice work. The rest of the game is ok, even if the resolution seems a little
low\/scaled up in places.

The game uses block letters (caps) throughout, is mildly scary, and looks to be suitable for any age. Because it teaches the clock
and musical notation, it could even be considered education; hidden object games exercise the ability to concentrate, and there
are some logic puzzles as well.
The game encourages the player to smash vases and other vessels in search of treasure, and it considers snakes and insects evil.

The game delivers what you expect - nothing less, nothing more.. Awful pseudo-philosophical writing, super annoying narrator
and some frustrating camera-based puzzles makes this an extremely tiresome experience, even for such small game.

Seriously, if you are going to make your entire game based solely on one guy's narration, hire a professional voice actor. This
dude is unbearable. I had to mute him half way through.. my god, this game is annoying. starting from the interface that you
have to trudge through like a mire, and ending with the puzzles. i guess i can commend the devs on coming up with what looked
like marginally original mechanics, but the puzzles themselves are extremely boring. most of them need very little strategy and
are just about coming up with a sequence of actions that does the job (which inevitably gets frustrating at a certain point). just
coming from the excellent "baba is you", i felt like that was a massive chore. even the stories are absolutely forgettable and
bland. yes, they are all "dark", but only the first one has a semi-interesting twist in it. the rest are banal chich\u00e9s about how
things can go wrong. they even crammed some obligatory sjw into the last one, but as much as it usually annoys me, in this game
it was the least of my worries.. I played the game a bit during the early early early days, and it was certainly one I was truly
looking forward to.

Firstly? The graphics are pretty, the gameplay fast and smooth, and the music?
The soundtrack -is- this game, it's energetic, fastpaced and totally awesome (to my ears)

Still? I honestly don't enjoy playing the game, I found the difficulty not at all to my liking....perhaps I've gotten to old to these
sidescrolling shoot'em'ups (just past 30!) , I got fed up after playing the first two levels.
Though I personally don't enjoy the game all that much (totally downloaded the soundtdrack however), I can definatly
recommend it to fans of the genre.. game has huge potential but is glitchy AF early on in game. Played for 2 hours had endless
probs. For an early dev it lacks revision.. Amazing high quality artwork that gives an interesting insight of the development of
the game, and of course some never before seen stuff which is definately worth seeing for any TY fans!
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I was like everyone who gotten this game, that couldn't wait to play it once it got released. So, I've been playing this nice game
since Monday. I didn't want to jump the gun and give it a review yet until I try everything with it, including trying the three
boss's.

I understand it is an early access no problem, which is good because I could hopefully give some good and bad feedback.
Here is the good feedback it is a beautiful game, good sound, good envourment, good concept of transporting goods to towns.
That's the good feedback
 Now the bad. The time of complete the mission, its too fast. I should be able to transport like 20 coal, plus 20 lumber in one
day and still able to finish transporting Iron Ore at the same day. The constent pain of repairing my train every trip. I think I
should be able to repair my train once a week or so. I don't know because it was very difficult to get my missions done and
worrying rather the main mission is pass or not. I tried three boss's like I said and I had, a hard time getting the main mission
done. So, my answer to people to get this game or not. Its up to them, but as of right now I think I should wait.. Alexander is a
mini-campaign for Rome: Total War that has you controlling Alexander the Great as he more or less destroys the Persian
Empire and anyone else foolish enough to be in the vicinity circa 334 BC. It's an interesting challenge, and a nice break from the
Roman focus of the game up until this point. Enterprising Alexander-likes need to be able to take on a numerically superior
opponent with their own superior tactics and strategy, and a lot of what Alexander actually did is also applicable here. Hammer-
and-anvil tactics, mercilessly slaughtering occupied populations, that sort of pleasant thing. It also has Brian Blessed, who
unfortunately did not actually exist in ancient times.

Alexander's real value however lies in its serving as a base for some of the best RTW mods out there. Europa Barbarorum and
certain versions of Rome Total Realism are two examples of mods that frankly improve the base RTW far beyond Creative
Assembly's initial efforts, as well as they did. That's why some people's Alexander playtime is much higher than it would
otherwise be for the mini-campaign. Recommended for all Total Warriors.. I cannot lie, this is one of, if not, most faviroute
games I have ever played. Okay it may have its fair share of bugs and annoying glithes but none of that matters because this is
the perfect representation of Rugby League in game form ever made.

I love the new inclusion of Player Carrer where you can take a rookie player from the lowest of leagues (even the Kingstone
league one, oh yeah I'm English by the way) all the way to the top and represent your home nation. Mentioning myself being
English leads me onto one slight downside of the game, Why are Super League teams so lowly rated? Don't get me wrong,

 I understand that the Super League isn't level with the NRL but seeing teams like St.Helens; Wigan Warriors; and Warrington
Wolves so poorly rated compared to lower end NRL teams annoys me, hopefully this may be fixed by a roster update sometime
in the future.

I know in reallity that this game isn't on par with other top end sports games but it has give me hours of pure entertainment and
I'm sure it will continue to for years to come. In conclusion, I would recommend this game to any fan of Rugby League, no
matter their location in the world (How are England only rated 3 1/2 stars? We even just showed New Zealand how to really
play the other week :-D )

Yes the price is a little steep, but to me it was worth every penny, if you prefer wait till it comes on sale, but please give it a go
because I'm sure you'll enjoy it just as much as I do!. Man this game had me chewing my fingers in frustration at times haha.
But That\u2019s quickly forgotten with the hilarious deaths, nice game, very difficult but a good time killer if you like
frustrating games. Blossom Tales nails it in the aesthetics department, and presents us a fun little world to roam around in and
explore. It is just fun to cut the grass and ruin everyone's homes!

Let's start with the biggest positive: The soundtrack is one of the best I've ever heard in any game, huge praise be to Visager. I've
already beaten the game but I'm gonna be blasting this OST for sure! He also did fine work on the sound effects, even if a few
didn't fit quite right (in my opinion, the sword beam noise sounded like a pleasant aura, when it should sound like an offensive
attack).

Much like Castle Pixel's first title Rex Rocket, the "retro" look is solid, the writing is fun, light and humorous, very reminiscent
of old RPG Maker games I'm sure we all used to dabble in, and little details are everywhere. Tons of neat little graphical effects,
objects to interact with, etc. keeps it somewhat fresh and interesting. Lot of cool, fun secrets to discover in each map!

The teleport checkpoint system keeps things smooth, light, fun, quick, and casual. I would describe the game as these 5 words
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most of all in fact. The story presentation with the grandfather telling the story by the fireplace adds to this flavor as well, and
it's just addicting to run around slashing your sword.

However, I feel as though much more moderation was needed from a gameplay design standpoint. At some point it felt like I
was playing the same puzzles again and again and I lost interest and became frustrated. Way too many walking block puzzles,
pushing block puzzles, and Simon Says, to name the top 3. I would've liked to see more variety of stage elements and more
interesting clever puzzles that take advantage of all the neat weapons you have at your behest. It got a bit tedious in some spots,
for example there was one part with an extremely overlong breaking/falling rock path: if you happened to get hit anywhere
along it, you get sent all the way back. This is what I mean by moderation: that concept and idea could have been conveyed
without it being THAT long, maybe half the length or even less. "Progression" shouldn't just mean repeating the same idea but
making it twice as long. Some fat trimming would have done this game a lot of good.

A similar complaint was the lack of interesting quests, almost every quest was basically a fetch quest. Fetch me 20 of this, fetch
me 20 of that. Once again, too much of the same thing. These quests, and the corresponding item drops from enemies, remind
me of a dry MMORPG, which I'm not a big fan of personally and doesn't fit in this style of game. That said, some of the
minigames were cool, like the races and archery range. Would have liked to see more of these.

Also the boss fights were a tad uninteresting, no real mechanic or trick you had to figure out to beat them. Just slash or bomb
away. Pretty sure all bosses were simply weak to every weapon in the game? If not, I couldn't tell the difference. I suppose this
was to keep things simple, but perhaps it's a bit too simple.

These grievances aside, Blossom Tales is still a solid 15 hours of action adventure, if you're going for that fun, light touch. Buy it
for your kids and yourself both!. You definetly need a flight stick to play this game very well. If not you will reorganize your
entire keyboard to attempt to play this game half decent. If you have a flight stick this game is probably really good.

I have extra steam copies if you want to trade.. Fairly good thrill-shooter, wave based, few good jumps and a decent campaign
time for what it is.

Great "first game" to show friends who are new to VR!. Rather enjoying this game, actually.

At a glance, it seems like a carbon copy of the Wizardry series (et al), which has been repeated a whole bunch of times now...
But when you dive into the Skill trees and go into the dungeon, you realize it actually breaks pattern quite a bit, in some
interesting ways.

In essence, there's a more complex set of skill trees etc that make "building" your character more strategic and choice based
than the planning elements these sorts of games are typically restricted to. Points put into both the skills trees and stats can be
univested/re-invested at no cost, letting you change just about everything about a character outside their two classes at no
cost/penalty (and you still CAN change classes at a cost, if you care to). It adds a lot of depth to the typical, otherwise tired
formula, as you can (and I typically do) tweek if not totally revise my character builds between each dungeon run. While this
means a lot more time in menus than you typically see in this sort of game, this is addressed via a rather intersting decision in
that the combat is largely hands off...

To offset the time spend fiddling in skill trees and equipment screens, you don't make decisions about attacks, item use, special
skill activation, etc... instead, you just pick (and prioritize) up to three active skills a character knows in the menu, and when you
get in fights, your group makes decisions autonomously as they alternate between the skills you set them up with and auto
attacks. You can opt to attempt to flee, or designate targets, but the AI handles the rest... I imagine this may put off some people
who want to be "more involved", but for me, it felt like it made the skill of the game hinged around proper planning rather than
reaction-based micromanagement... It's a different experience from most RPGs, to be sure, but a very satisfying one, as you
watch to see if the tactics you plotted out bare fruit or need revising... with the easy being emminently fast and convenient to do,
in the case of the worst.

The game also is very light on punishing party wipes, the only difference between a successful run and a TPK is a loss of 30%
resources. Again, I imagine some people will be put off that this makes death feel "light", but in effect it gave the game freedom
to be hard AF if/when it wants to, because it's nbd if it kills you... so it actually retains a fairly brutal element of difficulty, it
just isn't frustrating when you trip over the hurdle in front of you. It also uses an "Acheivement" system, where you complete
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benchmarks as you go that reward you mechanically, so in effect you can progress your characters by means outside grinding
gear and xp.

The art is endearing, it's Touhou girls and such, naturally... par for the course, if you're familiar with the series, it's too deep a
well for me to walk you down if you're not. Dialogue is humorous, but a lot of it gets repeated with disappointing frequency, and
I really do mean "dialogue", because there's not much of a plot to speak of so much as humorous banter.

There are some other concerns as well... the UI can be pretty strange in places, the tutorial/manual info is quite lacking in clarity
for many things (though in all fairness, that's extremely common in these sort of "Wizardry" niche games), the voices are...
weird (like, are they synth rather than actors? I'm not even sure, it sounds weird, bottom line), there's no controller compatability
from what I can tell (which is bizarre, cause there's definitely nothing preventing that from being practical) and in fact I can't
even seem to move in dungeons by cursor (which is annyoing, I'd prefer it to the mouse), and probably the biggest offender,
there's no means of going full screen or altering resolution from what I can tell. So... minor issues all, but a pretty considerable
list of them.

I have a bit of a soft spot for games like this in theory, but in practice tend to get bored with how done to death they are when I
sit down to them... This feels like a rather fresh take on the old formula, breathing life into an interesting style of game that's
been dulled by repetition. For that reason, I'm quite pleased with the purchase, and if you think you may feel similarly, I'd
definitely consider it. If you're not so sure if you have an interest in this sub-genre of old-school RPGs, or the changes they've
made to the model sound regressive to you rather than like they'd be a thing you'd enjoy as novel/superior... it may not be for
you. Steam's return policy is generous, just do a test run inside two weeks with a stop watch set for 110 minutes , if you're
weary... but if you THINK this may interest you, that is a test worth doing, I'd say. It'd be a shame to pass on it, if you'd enjoy it
as much as I have been.

The Last Live Action Video (Part 3) is Here!:
Hello horror fans!

With only a week from the final release (August 10th), we have something new to share with you!

It's the third and final Live Action Video we made with the director Andres Borghi, which includes the apparition of "The
Roaster", hope you like it!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TZAhv7Rp1Q
The team at Saibot Studios. News on “El Chacal – Part 3” (v0.5.0):
Hello everybody! How have you been all this time?

We’ve been a bit absent and with some internal issues, but losing no time and working hard for you on what is left in Doorways
:)

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/Sections/Media/Screenshots/FullRes/doorways_screenshot_59.jpg

Today we have some new screenshots to share from a major update coming in the next weeks. We’re talking about 'El Chacal –
Part 3'.

This will be the last episode before the final Act: 'The Temple', which will conclude the Doorways series, meaning that the game
would be reaching its final release (leaving Early Access).

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/Sections/Media/Screenshots/FullRes/doorways_screenshot_60.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/Sections/Media/Screenshots/FullRes/doorways_screenshot_63.jpg

Hope you like what you see and get ready for what’s coming inside The Temple…

The team at Saibot Studios. v.0.2.0 Coming next Thursday (Oct 15th):
IN ENGLISH
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Hello there!

Just wanted to let you guys know that we're going to make the update for the v.0.2.0 next Thursday: Octover 15th!

This one includes the transition ("El Chacal - Part 1"):

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_04.jpg

And also some fixes and upgrades in general.

Stay tuned and don't forget to follow us for more news:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DoorwaysGame
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DoorwaysGame
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+DoorwaysgameOfficial

Thank you!

The team at Saibot Studios

----

EN ESPAÑOL

¡Hola a todos!

Solo queríamos hacerles saber que el próximo jueves 15 de Octubre vamos a estar subiendo la actualización a la versión 0.2.0.

Esta incluye el mapa de transición ("El Chacal - Parte 1"):

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_04.jpg

También incluiremos algunas mejoras y arreglos en general.

Estén al tanto y no dejen de seguirnos en nuestras redes sociales para más actualizaciones:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DoorwaysGame
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DoorwaysGame
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+DoorwaysgameOfficial

¡Muchas gracias!

El equipo de Saibot Studios. Build Update v0.4.2 - Steam Achievements!:
Hello everyboby!

Hope you're doing great! We've just did another quick update:
Achievements unlocked!

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/Achievements/achievements.png

This was very requested by you guys, hope you like them :)

You don't need to play everything again to get the achievements. Next time you play the game, it will automatically check your
current status and give you the achievements you should have to that point.

More news are coming soon! Take care!
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The team. Video Update - December, 2017:
Hello everybody!

We want to share with you our 2017 recap video with the lastest news from our current project Hellbound:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcWd-kGzpKw
Cheers and Happy New Year!

Tobias Rusjan and the team at Saibot Studios. On Sale! And v0.3.0 Coming Next Thursday!:
Hey everybody!

We want to let you know that all Doorways games are on sale right now!

Also, the new build which inlcudes El Chacal - Part 2, the Third Person View option, visual improvements, and more, is coming
next Thursday: December 17th.

Doorways: Prelude (-80% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/app/248470/
Doorways: The Underworld (-65% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/app/311250/
Doorways: Chapters 1 to 3 Collection (-70% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/sub/48191/

Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh (-50% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/app/383930/
Take care!

The team at Saibot Studios. Build Update v0.2.1:
IN ENGLISH

Hello people,

We did a quick update (v0.2.1), you can Verify the Cache if you didn't get the update.

There were some "framedrops" in "El Chacal".

We changed the optimization method here. We used the Occlusion Culling from Unity but looks like it has some troubles: in
close sections it worked perfect but in open areas it has those drops.

Now we're using our own methods, turning on/off areas from camera distance and looks like it's working pretty well. The
framerate is more constant now.

Let us know :)

Tobias

----

EN ESPAÑOL

Hola, gente.

Hicimos una actualización rápida a la versión v0.2.1. Pueden verificar el Caché del juego si todavía no les llegó dicha
actualización.
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Había algunas bajadas de rendimiento en "El Chacal".

Cambiamos entonces el método de optimización.
Usábamos el Occlusion Culling de Unity, pero se ve que este traía algunos problemas: en lugares cerrados andaba
perfectamente, pero en áreas abiertas tenía estas bajadas de rendimiento.

Ahora estamos usando nuestro propio método, prendiendo y apagando áreas según la distancia de la cámara y parece que va
mucho mejor.

Hágannos saber cómo les anda a ustedes :)

Tobias. The Temple Sounds Terrifying!:
Hello!

We're only two weeks from the final release (August 10th), and we want to share with you some new material :)

We already show you how some parts inside the Temple look like, so now we'll make you listen how is it going to sound like!

Everything is the work of our talented music and sound fx composer David Levill[soundcloud.com], who have been working in
Doorways since the very first game :)

After the sound effects, you'll be listening to the official music from the menu:

CHECK THE SOUNDS AND MUSIC HERE![soundcloud.com]

The team at Saibot Studios
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